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We consider the topological defects and spin structures of binary Bose-Einstein

condensates (BECs) with Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling (D-SOC) and dipole-

dipole interaction (DDI) in an anharmonic trap. The combined effects of D-SOC,

DDI and anharmonic trap on the ground-state phases of the system are

analyzed. Our results show various structural phase transitions can be

achieved by adjusting the magnitudes of the D-SOC and DDI. Meantime, a

ground-state phase diagram is given as a function of the D-SOC and DDI

strengths. In addition, we find that tuning the D-SOC and the DDI can derive

novel rich topological configurations, including ghost vortex, half-quantum

vortex, skyrmion pair, vertical skyrmion string and horizontal skyrmion string.
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1 Introduction

One of the most fascinating developments in physics has been the production of

quantum gases with magnetic dipole-dipole interaction (DDI), especially the Bose-

Einstein condensates (BECs) with DDI in recent years [1–4]. The DDI, unlike the

s-wave contact interaction, is long-range and anisotropic, which has great influence on the

dynamics and steady-state property of the BECs [5–10]. So the enthusiasm for dipolar

gases has been growing. In particular, the experimental realization of dipolar atoms with

large magnetic dipole moments such as Cr [1]and Dy [11] and Er [12] provides an

opportunity to induce novel ground-state properties and various fascinating phenomena

of dipolar quantum gases [5, 7, 13–17], which has strongly stimulated research interest in

dipolar gases.

On the other hand, the experimental realization of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in

ultracold quantum gases is a tremendous breakthrough and the spin-orbit-coupled

quantum gases have become one of the frontier research fields in physics [18–23].

The general SOC being of either Bychkov-Rashba [24] or Dresselhaus [25] type which

couples the internal states and orbit motion of the atoms offers an ideal simulation

platform for studying the few-body and many-body quantum phenomena in condensed

matter physics, nuclear physics and astrophysics, and provides an unique opportunity for
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exploring novel quantum states in ultracold atomic gases such as

BECs [26–28]. Relevant studies show that the spin-1/2 BECs with

SOC can exhibit rich topological structures, such as heliciform-

stripe phase [29], supersolid phase [23], topological superfluid

phase [21], soliton excitation [30, 31], half-quantum vortex

[32–34], giant vortex, skyrmion, and multidomain pattern

[35–38]. Obviously, the combined effects of DDI and SOC on

spinor BECs seems to arouse great research interest and recently

attracted considerable attention [7, 39, 40].

To the best of our knowledge, the property of the dipolar

two-component BECs placed in an anharmonic trap (a harmonic

trap plus a quartic distortion) is rarely involved. Such an

anharmonic trap can confine the BECs even for Ω/ω⊥ > 1,

and therefore allowing a more controlled investigation of

possible new states. The anharmonic trap has been discussed

in the literatures [41, 42], and in the first Ref, ground states of

rotating spin-orbit-coupled spin-1/2 BECs are studied, and the

latter are dynamics of rotating spin-orbit-coupled spin-1 BECs

with in-plane gradient magnetic field, respectively. For the spin-

orbit interaction, we consider the Dresselhaus SOC (D-SOC)

which can be realized under current experimental conditions [18,

19, 21, 22, 43, 44]. By using the imaginary-time propagation

method based in the Peaceman-Rachford method [45, 46], we

obtain the ground state of the system. The basic idea of the

Peaceman-Rachford method is to translate a two-dimensional

problem into one-dimensional problems, and the method can be

easily extended to three-dimensional situations. The imaginary-

time propagation algorithm with Peaceman-Rachford approach

has good convergence, strong stability and high accuracy. A test

of convergence and accuracy for the algorithm is given by the

virial theorem, which fixes rigorous relationships among the

different contributions to the kinetic and potential energies of

system. A second test is provided by the fast convergent values of

the energy functional and component wave functions of the

system. Furthermore, it can also be tested by the same convergent

results for different trial wave functions. All the tests have been

verified in our numerical computations. Our results show that as

two new degrees of freedom, the D-SOC ans DDI can be used to

obtain the desired ground-state phases and to control the phase

transition between different ground states. In addition, the

combined effects of DDI, D-SOC and anharmonic trap can

exhibit rich vortex defects and various kinds of skyrmion

structures. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

the next section, the theoretical model is presented. In Section 3,

the results and discussion are shown. The main results of the

paper are summarized in Section 4.

2 Model

We consider a quasi-two-dimensional system of two-

component BECs with D-SOC. For the sake of discussion, we

assume DDI exists only in component 1. In the framework of the

mean field, the energy functional of such a system can be well

described as follows.

E � ∫ ∑
j�1,2

Z2 ▽ψj

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣2
2m

+ V r( ) ψj

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣2 + gj

2
ψj

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣4 + kZψp
j −1( )3−jzψ3−j

zx
+ i

zψ3−j
zy

[ ]⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠d2r

+∫g12 ψ1

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 ψ2

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2d2r + ∫ ϕ1 ψ1

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2d2r

(1)

where ψj (j = 1, 2) represent the two-componet (i.e., dipolar and

nondipolar) wave functions, and they are normalized as∫[|ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2]dxdy � N, with N being the total particle

number. gj = 4πZ2aj/m (j = 1, 2) and g12 = 2πZ2a12/m denote

the intra- and intercomponent coupling strengths, wherem is the

atomic mass, aj (j = 1, 2)and a12 are s-wave scattering lengths

between intra- and intercomponent atoms. The D-SOC term is

given by vD � ikZ(σ̂yzx + σ̂xzy) [18], where σ̂x and σ̂y are Pauli

matrices, and k denotes the SOC strength. The external

anharmonic trap is expressed as [38, 42].

V r( ) � 1
2
mω2

⊥ r2 + λ
r4

a20
( ) � 1

2
mω⊥

r2

a20
+ λ

r4

a40
( ), (2)

where ω⊥ denotes the radial trap frequency and a0 � ������
Z/mωz

√
is

the harmonic-oscillator length. Here r � ������
x2 + y2

√
is the radial

coordinate in two-dimensions, and λ is a dimensionless constant

that characterizes the anharmonicity of the trap. ϕ1 denote the

DDI of intraspecies of component 1, and it can be expressed as

[47, 48].

ϕ1 � c1 ∫dr′Udd r − r′( ) ψ1 r′( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2, (3)

Here c1 � μ0μ
2
1/4π is magnetic dipole constant of intraspecies in

component 1, μ0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, and μ1
denote magnetic dipole moment of component 1. Let us consider

the simplest case in which the dipoles are polarized. Then Udd(R)

is given by [49].

Udd R( ) � 1 − 3 cos2 θ( )/R3, (4)

where θ is the angle between the direction of polarization and the

relative position of atoms.

By introducing the notations ~r � r/a0, ~t � ω⊥t,
~V(r) � V(r)/Zω⊥ � (~r2 + λ~r4)/2, ~ϕ1 � ϕ1/Zω⊥,
~ψj � ψja0/

��
N

√ (j � 1, 2), we obtain the dimensionless coupled

Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations by using a variational method,

iztψ1 � −1
2
∇2 + V + β11 ψ1

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 + β12 ψ2

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 + ϕ1( )ψ1

+ k zx + izy( )ψ2, (5)

iztψ2 � −1
2
∇2 + V + β22 ψ2

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 + β12 ψ1

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2( )ψ2 + k −zx + izy( )ψ1.

(6)
where the tilde is omitted for simplicity. Note that βjj = 4πajN (j =

1, 2) and β12 = β21 = 2πa12N are the dimensionless intra- and

interspecies coupling strengths, respectively. For the present

system, its interactions is composed of s-wave, D-SOC and
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DDI. Here, we introduce a dimensionless quantity to describe the

magnitude of the DDI relative to the contact interaction [6,

49, 50],

εdd � add/a1 � μ0μ
2
1m

12πZ2a1
, (7)

where add presents the scattering length characterizing the DDI.

Note that we assume that these dipoles are arranged side by side

along z direction. In this context, the DDI becomes an isotropic

repulsion (or attraction) and can be equivalent to a contact

interaction. Therefore, the DDI can be rewritten as the form

of effective contact interaction [6, 49, 50], ϕ1 � β11εdd|ψ1|2.
Clearly the total interaction coefficient between atoms for

component 1 can be expressed by (1 + εdd)β11. Thus by

varying the DDI strength εdd, the D-SOC strength k, and the

interaction strengths β11, β22 and β12, we can obtain different

ground-state phases.

In order to describe the spacial distribution of the topological

structure, we adopt a nonlinear Sigma model [51, 52], in which a

normalized complex-valued spinor χ � [χ1, χ2]T with |χ1|2 +
|χ2|2 � 1 is introduced. The main idea of the nonlinear Sigma

model is that pseudospin representation of the order parameter

of a system with internal degrees of freedom is useful to obtain a

physical understanding by mapping the system to a magnetic

system. In this context, two-component BECs can be treated as a

spin-1/2 BEC. An exact mathematical correspondence can be

established between the two systems, where ψ1 (ψ2) corresponds

to the up (down) component of the spin-1/2 spinor. The detailed

discussion can be referred to Refs. [51–53]. The total density of

the system is expressed by ρ � |ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2, where the

corresponding two-components wave functions can be

expressed as ψ1 � �
ρ

√
χ1 and ψ2 � �

ρ
√

χ2, In the pseudospin

representation, the spin density is given by S � �χσχ in which

σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the pauli matrices. The components of S can be

written as [37, 54, 55].

Sx � 2 χ1
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ χ2∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣cos θ1 − θ2( ), (8)

Sy � −2 χ1
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ χ2∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣sin θ1 − θ2( ), (9)

Sz � χ1
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 − χ2

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2, (10)

with θj (j = 1, 2) being the phase of component wave function ψj

and |S|2 � S2x + S2y + S2z � 1.

3 Results and discussion

Here the system is complex. As far as we know, there is no

analytical solution for this system. In the following, we

numerically solve the GP Eqs 5, 6 and obtain the ground

states of the system by using the imaginary-time propagation

method in terms of standard imaginary time evolution [45, 46,

56]. In the present work, we systematically investigate the

combined effects of DDI, D-SOC on the ground states of the

BECs in an anharmonic trap.Without loss of generality we fix the

interaction parameters β11 = 50, β22 = 100, and β12 = 150 and

choose the typical parameter of the anharmonic trap λ = 0.5

throughout this paper, and vary the DDI strength εdd or the

D-SOC strength k. It is shown that the system can display

intriguing properties which are not found in other systems.

Firstly, we give a ground-state phase diagram spanned by the

D-SOC strength k and the DDI strength εdd. There are nine

different phases marked by A-I, which differs in terms of their

density and phase distributions. In the following discussion, we

will give a detailed description of each phase. The density and

phase distributions of the nine different phases A-I in Figure 1 are

shown in Figures 2A–F and Figures 3A,D,F, respectively. In

Figure 2 and Figure 3, the upper two rows are the density

profiles |ψ1|2 and |ψ2|2 of two components, the lower rows

denote the corresponding phase distributions θ1 = arg ψ1,

θ2 = arg ψ2, respectively.

We start from the case where the DDI are weak and D-SOC is

increased, which is indicated by the green region A in Figure 1. In

this phase, the density for each component forms a set of stripes

in both the dipolar component (component 1) and the non-

dipolar component (component 2), and the two components are

spatially separated (see the top two rows in Figure 2A) and the

stripe density profiles were studied in [37], where the stripe

profile are observed in a harmonic trap for large δ (δ = β12/β, with

β11 = β22). However, in the present system, the stripe exists due to

the strong repulsive interspecies contract interaction β212 > β11β22,
β11 ≠ β12 and the tight binding of the anharmonic trap. From the

lower two rows of Figure 2A, we can find that several ghost

FIGURE 1
(Color online) Ground-state phase diagram of the
Dresselhaus spin-orbit-coupled dipolar BECs in an anharmonic
trap with respect to k and εdd for β11 = 50, β22 = 100 and β12 = 150.
There are nine different phases marked by (A–I).
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vortices are generated in the outskirt of each component and they

carry no angular momentum and energy [57–60]. With relatively

weak DDI and D-SOC, the B phase emerges, as shown in the red

region of Figure 1. The component densities evolve into curve-

like patterns, and some visible phase defects are generated in

component 2 (see Figure 2B). The above phenomenon has not

been reported in the previous literature. With the slightly strong

inclusion of DDI, the B phase transforms to the C phase as the

ground states, as shown in Figure 1. Typical density distributions

are shown in Figure 2C, in which the densities exhibit horizontal

stripe pattern and both the component densities exhibit good

symmetry concerning the vertical principal axes of the atom

cloud. Note that here the horizontal stripe phase is remarkably

similar to the stripe phase reported in literature [61]. The latter

case result from a Rashba spin-orbit-coupled spin 1
2 BEC without

DDI in a harmonic trap (see Figure 2C in reference [61]).

However, in the present system, the horizontal stripe exsists

due to the complex competition among D-SOC, DDI and

anharmonic trap. Meantime, we find that vertical votex string

composed of vortex and antivortex along x = 0 appear in

componet 2 (see the last row in Figure 2C). When the DDI

strength further increases, the C phase transforms to the D phase,

as shown in Figure 1. The typical ground state is that the stripe

phase disappear and ordinary visible vortices which form obvious

visible vortex chain along x = 0 axis in each component due to the

enhanced DDI occur in the two components (see rows 1 and 2 in

Figure 2D), where the system exhibit partial phase mixing in spite

of the two components being separated initially, and the vortices

in each component constitute clockwise vortex structure (see

rows 3 and 4 in Figure 2D). This D phase occupies the largest

region of the ground-state phase diagram in Figure 1.

Next, we move to the case of relatively strong DDI strength

and weak D-SOC. The system supports the E phase, which is

denoted by the brown region in Figure 1. The density and phase

distributions of E phase are shown in Figure 1E, where the

vortices deviate the central region of the external potential and

tend to form an irregular vortex and anti-vortex cluster (see

Figure 2E). The above is resulted from the competition among

the increasing repulsive DDI, D-SOC and the anharmonic

trap. In the limit of weak D-SOC and strong DDI, the phase

transforms from the E phase to the F phase, as shown in Figure 1.

The ground state of the system remains obvious phase mixing

and exhibits disk shaped. We see that component 1 is a disk with

a vortice being at the edge of the BECs, but there is no any

topological defects in component 2. This point can be

understood. Physically, when DDI increases, in view of the

analytical effective interaction (1 + εdd)β11, the increased total

repulsive interaction in component 1 lead to reduction of the

system energy and therefore there is less and less phase defects.

In the limit of weak DDI and D-SOC, the system sustains the

G phase. Typical density and phase distributions of such a phase

are shown in Figure 3A. The component 1 is a disk, in which

most of the particles reside, and is surrounded by a thin, low-

population annulus as the other component. The circulation with

2π in this annulus. Here, the ground state is the known half-

quantum vortex state [32, 33, 60], which is characterized by one

vortex in component and no vortex in the other component (see

the third and fourth rows of Figure 3A). To get a deeper physical

FIGURE 2
(Color online)Ground states of two-component BECs with DDI and D-SOC in an anharmonic trap, where β11 = 50, β22 = 100, β12 = 150, and k =
3. (A) εdd = 0, (B) εdd = 0.4, (C) εdd = 1.5. (D) εdd = 3.5, (E) εdd = 5 and (F) εdd = 8. The rows from top to bottom denote |ψ1|2, |ψ2|2, argψ1, and argψ2,
respectively. The unit length is a0.
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insight into this system, we study the ground-state phase diagram

with weak DDI and but strong D-SOC, With the increase of the

D-SOC, the phase transforms from the G phase to the A phase, as

shown in Figure 1. The density and phase distributions are shown

in Figures 3B,C, we find the ground becomes a vertical and dense

stripe rofile. The main reason is that the increased D-SOC offers

more energy and angular momentum to the system. In addition,

these stripe profiles are quite different from the ground-state

structures observed in conventional anisotropic SOC in toroidal

trap [29] and SOC in harmonic trap [62].

Finally, we move to another case of strong DDI (e.g. εdd =

5). When the D-SOC increases, the phase transforms from H

phase to E phase and then to D phase, and finally to I phase, as

shown in Figure 1. The typical ground-state structure in H

phase is shown in Figure 3D, where component 1 and

component 2 in this system are exchanged approximately

with those in phase G. Under the limit of strong DDI and

D-SOC, the I phase emerges as the ground state, as shown in

the gray region of Figure 1. The density and phase

distributions of I phase are shown in Figure 3F, where

transverse vortex chain instead of longitudinal vortex chain

are formed in the BECs. The main reason is that when the

D-SOC is enough strong, the number of vortices increasing

significantly and the transverse structure of vortex chain is

stable.

4 Spin texture

To further elucidate the ground-state properties, we now

analyze the spin densities and spin textures of the system. In

Figure 4, we show the spin densities. The DDI and D-SOC

strengths in Figure 4 are A) εdd = 5, k = 3, B) εdd = 5, k = 5 and

C) εdd = 5, k = 9, respectively. The density distributions and

phase distributions corresponding to Figures 4A–C are given

in Figure 2E, Figure 3E and Figure 3F, respectively. In the spin

representation, the red region denotes spin-up and the blue

region denotes spin-down. From Figures 4A,C, spin

components Sx and Sz obeys an even-parity distribution

along the x direction, while Sy shows odd-parity

distribution along the x-direction, where the odd or even

parity distributions along the y direction are not satisfied

due to the long-range and anisotropic feature of the DDI.

For the case of εdd = 5, k = 5 [see Figure 4B], Sx component of

FIGURE 3
(Color online) Ground states of two-component BECs with different DDI and D-SOC in an anharmonic trap, where β11 = 50, β22 = 100 and β12 =
150, (A) εdd = 0.2, k = 0.5, (B)εdd = 0.2, k = 5, (C) εdd = 0.2, k = 9, (D) εdd = 5, k = 0.5, (E) εdd = 5, k = 5, and (F) εdd = 5, k = 9. The rows from top to bottom
denote |ψ1|2, |ψ2|2, argψ1, and argψ2, respectively. The unit length is a0.
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the spin density obeys the even-parity distribution along the x

direction and odd-parity distribution along the y direction,

while the situation is the reverse for Sy, i.e. Sy displays the odd-

parity distribution along the x direction and even-parity

distribution along the y direction. However, Sz satisfies

even-paity distribution along both x and y directions.

The alternating appearance of the blue and red petals (see

Figure 4) in spin component Sz means that some regular spin

domains are formed in the spin representation. In addition, a

special topological structure of skyrmion string is formed in the

spin representation in Figures 4B,C. It is well known that the spin

domain wall for two-component condensate system without

rotation and SOC is a typicallly classical Neel wall, where the

spin flips only along the vertical direction of the wall. However,

our numerical simulation of the spin texture shows that in the

region of spin domain wall the spin flips not only along the

vertical direction of domian wall but also along the domain-wall

direction, which denotes that the observed spin domain wall is a

new type of domain wall.

The skyrmion is a type of topological soliton, which was

originally suggested in nuclear physics by Skyrme to elucidate

baryons as a quasiparticle excitation with spin pointing in all

directions to wrap a sphere [60, 63]. Physically, the skyrmions are

associated with vortex structures in the component density

profiles, and the particle density should obey the continuity

condition due to the quantum fluid nature of the BECs. Here

the topological charge can be written as Q = ∫q(r)dxdy with the

topological charge density q(r) � 1
4π S•(zSzx × zS

zy). Shown in the

upper row of Figure 5 are the typical topological charge densities

and the corresponding spin textures of the system, where the

ground states of the three columns in Figure 5 are given in

Figure 2E, Figures 3E,F, respectively. The corresponding local

amplification of the spin textures are presented in the

corresponding lower row, so one can better see the details of

FIGURE 4
(Color online) Spin densities of dipolar BECs with D-SOC in an anharmonic trap. (A) εdd = 5, k = 3,(B) εdd = 5, k = 5 and (C) εdd = 5, k = 9. The
corresponding ground states in (A), (B) and (C) are presented in Figure 2E, Figure 3E and Figure 3F. The columns from left to right are spin density Sx,
Sy, Sz, respectively. The unit length is a0.
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the spin textures. Note that the topological charge density

(Figure 5A) and the corresponding texture (Figure 5B) are

both approximately symmetric with respect to y = 0 axis. Our

numerical calculation shows that the yellow spots in Figures 5B,C

denote a skyrmion with local topological charge Q = 1.

Obviously, the radial-out skyrmions in Figure 5B forms a

skyrmion pair. Considering the limited resolution, in Figures

5D,G we only display the topological density and corresponding

spin texture Figures 5E,Hin a limited domain, and the typical

local enlargements of the spin texture are exhibited in Figures

5F,I, respectively. Our computation results show that the local

topological charge in Figures 5F,I is Q = 1, and the total

topological charge in Figures 5E,H are Q = 7 and Q = 11,

respectively. Therefore the spin structure of Figure 5E is a

skyrmion chain that is composed of a string of hyperbolic

skyrmions in spin space and that of Figure 5H is consistes of

circular skyrmion chain. Obviously, the skyrmion configurations

observed in the present system are remarkably different from the

previously reported results in two-component BECs.

5 Conclusion

In summary, we investigate the topological defects and spin

structures of binary BECs with D-SOC and DDI in an

anharmonic trap. Combined effects of D-SOC, DDI and

anharmonic trap on the ground states of the system are

analyzed and discussed in detail. As two new degrees of

freedom, the DDI and D-SOC can be used to obtain the

desired ground-state phases and to control the phase

FIGURE 5
(Color online) Topological charge densities and spin textures. (A) Topological charge density, (B) the corresponding spin texture, and (C) the
local amplification of the spin texture, where the ground state is given in Figure 2E. (D) Topological charge density, (E) the corresponding spin texture,
and (F) the local amplification of the spin texture, where the ground-state is shown in Figure 3E. (G) Topological charge density, (H) the
corresponding spin texture, and (I) the local amplification of the spin texture, where the ground state is seen in Figure 3F. Note that the yellow
spots in (B) and (C) denote radial-out skyrmion, the red spots in (E) and (F) present hyperbolic skyrmion, and the purple spots are circular skyrmion.
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transition between various ground states. In particular, the

system displays novel topological structures and spin textures,

such as including ghost vortex, half-quantum vortex, skyrmion

pair, vertical skyrmion string and horizontal skyrmion string.

These exotic topological defects and spin textures can be tested

and observed in the future experiments, and therefore the work

presents fantastic perspective for topological excitations in cold

atom physics and condensed matter physics.
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